J R Martin is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Sydney. His research interests include systemic theory, functional grammar, discourse semantics, register, genre, multimodality and critical discourse analysis, focusing on English and Tagalog – with special reference to the transdisciplinary fields of educational linguistics, forensic linguistics and social semiotics. Recent publications include an introduction to the genre-based literacy pedagogy of the ‘Sydney School’ (Learning to Write, Reading to Learn, Equinox 2012), with David Rose; with Clare Painter and Len Unsworth, a book on children’s picture books (Reading Visual Narratives, Equinox 2013); a book on system network writing (Systemic Functional Grammar: a next step into the theory – axial relations, Higher Education Press, Beijing 2013); a collection of interviews with Wang Zhenhua (Interviews with J R Martin Foreign Language and Research Press, Beijing 2015); and a book on teaching academic discourse (Genre Pedagogy in Higher Education, Palgrave Macmillan 2016), with Shoshana Dreyfus, Sally Humphrey and Ahmar Mahboob. Eight volumes of his collected papers (edited by Wang Zhenhua, Shanghai Jiao Tong University Press) have recently been published in China (2010, 2012). Professor Martin was elected a fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities in 1998, and was Head of its Linguistics Section from 2010-2012; he was awarded a Centenary Medal for his services to Linguistics and Philology in 2003. In April 2014 Shanghai Jiao Tong University opened its Martin Centre for Appliable Linguistics.

A book reviewing Martin’s contributions to systemic functional linguistics has recently been published by Peking University Press:


A play imagining a debate between Martin and Quintilian, holder of the first Roman Chair of Rhetoric, about the analysis of the summary recount at the end of Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom has recently appeared (cf. Martin 1999 ‘Grace: the logogenesis of freedom’ below):


A - Books:


**B - Edited books:**


**C - School Teaching Materials:**


D - Journal articles:


   [reprinted in *Language in Education* 2012.187-223]

   [reprinted in *Text Analysis* 2012. 255-294]


   [reprinted in *Text Analysis* 2012. 279-304]


54. On evolving SFL – beyond the clause: interviewing Professor J R Martin. Journal of Contemporary Foreign Languages Studies (School of Foreign Languages, Shanghai Jiaotong University). 10. 2014. 1:3


60. Revisiting field: specialized knowledge in secondary school science and humanities discourse. Onomázein (Special Issue on Knowledge and Education edited by J R Martin, K Maton & B Quiroz). in press.


E - **Book Chapters:**


82. Boomer dreaming: the texture of recolonisation in a lifestyle magazine. G Forey & G Thompson [Eds.]


F - Other: conference proceedings, working papers, interviews


31. Interview with Carlos Guoveia…


**G - Media/Newsletter articles:**


4. Learning by chance. (with A Cranny-Francis) *Education Australia* 70.2. 1989. 16-17.


**H - Department of Linguistics Working Papers:**


I - Department of Education reports¹ (DSP Write it Right Project):

i. WORKPLACE LITERACY REPORTS:


ii. SECONDARY SCHOOL LITERACY PACKAGES:

A. English


B. Geography

---

¹ I append this list of NSW Department of Education reports and materials, for which in an academic context I would have been included as co-author.
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